Grow
Your
Best
Cereals
If you have a problem,
we have a solution. Let
Corteva Agriscience™ help
you grow your best wheat,
barley and oats every year.
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Grow your
best wheat

Start with a clean field, end with a great yield.
Choose the right pre-seed herbicide to fit your
weed spectrum and growing conditions, then
tackle in-crop weeds with confidence.

Tackle pre-seed and
in-crop weeds
with confidence.
Can be applied
spring or fall.
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SET YOURSELF UP FOR SUCCESS

Corteva Agriscience™ cereal pre-seed products combine
the best broad-spectrum weed control with SoilActive™
technology to give you the cleanest start possible. No
matter what your crop or weed problem, we have the
right solution for you.
Paradigm™ for pre-seed is a powerful
pre-seed tank mix ahead of wheat
and barley. Tank mixed with VP480™
or any glyphosate, it delivers
excellent control of Group 2 resistant
cleavers and hemp-nettle through
multiple modes of action.
PrePass™ XC, with glyphosate
included to make one complete
solution, delivers superior control of
winter annuals and broadleaf weeds.
PrePass™ FLEX tank mix additive
provides the performance of PrePass
XC with the flexibility to mix with any
glyphosate formulation. Multi-Mode
of Action control when tank mixed
with glyphosate.
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LEAD THE FIELD; START WITH
SIMPLICITY™ GODRI™
Clean fields lead to higher yields. That’s why growers trust
Simplicity™ GoDRI™ herbicide to get the job done right.
Choose Simplicity GoDRI for its
elite wild oat control, including
Group 1 resistant wild oats and
broad‑spectrum weed control.
Simplicity GoDRI has no recropping restrictions and can be
applied up to flag leaf emergence.
The new GoDRI formulation means
it is easy to use and mixes quickly in
the tank. With fewer jugs to handle
and rinse, spraying gets done faster.
Rexade™ is the one-box, one-pass
solution for grass and broadleaf
weed control in wheat. It truly is the
complete wheat herbicide, a unique,
all-in-one solution, delivering pure
performance against your weeds.

3

CHOOSE THE BROADLEAF TANK MIX 		
PARTNER THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU:
Use Pixxaro™ for control of your
toughest annual broadleaf weeds,
including kochia and cleavers, plus
a wide application window.
Choose Cirpreme™ XC for exceptional
annual and perennial broadleaf weed
control, including Canada thistle,
cleavers, wild buckwheat, narrowleaved hawk’s-beard and more.
Choose Paradigm™ for best-value
control of standard broadleaf weeds,
including Group 2 resistant cleavers
and hemp-nettle.
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Grow your
best barley

If you’re growing malt, you need to start on the cleanest
possible field. Corteva Agriscience™ gives you several
pre‑seed options to choose from. With great in‑crop
weed control, you ensure your crop stays clean and
makes the grade.

Ensure your crop
stays clean.
Can be applied
spring or fall.
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START CLEAN WITH
CORTEVA AGRISCIENCE
With our wide range of pre-seed herbicides, you
can ensure a clean start to your barley crop.
Paradigm™ for pre-seed is a powerful
pre-seed tank mix ahead of wheat
and barley. Tank mixed with VP480™
or any glyphosate, it delivers
excellent control of broadleaf
weeds, including Group 2 resistant
cleavers and hemp-nettle through
multiple modes of action.
PrePass™ XC, with glyphosate
included to make one complete
solution, delivers superior control of
winter annuals and broadleaf weeds.
PrePass™ FLEX provides the
performance of PrePass XC, but
with the flexibility to mix with any
glyphosate formulation. Multi-Mode
of Action weed control when tank
mixed with glyphosate.
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UNMATCHED WILD OAT CONTROL

If you’re growing barley you know you need an in-crop
herbicide that is safe on the crop. Corteva Agriscience™
offers high performing weed control options that control
your toughest weeds and offer excellent crop safety.
New Rezuvant™ with the Arylex™
active gives you leading Group 1
grass weed control, plus powerful
broadleaf control in one product. It’s
safe on your barley and controls over
41 of your toughest weeds.
Liquid Achieve™ SC is famed for
unsurpassed crop safety combined
with excellent grass weed control
in barley. With a wide application
window, trust Liquid Achieve for
greater than 95% wild oat control,
along with outstanding control of
green and yellow foxtail, barnyard
grass and Persian darnel. Tank
mix with Pixxaro for grass and
broadleaf control.

3	
CHOOSE THE BROADLEAF TANK MIX
PARTNER THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU:
Pixxaro controls your toughest
annual broadleaf weeds, including
kochia and cleavers, plus offers a
wide application window.
Choose Cirpreme™ XC for
exceptional annual and perennial
broadleaf weed control of Canada
thistle, cleavers, wild buckwheat,
narrow-leaved hawk’s-beard and
more. (Cannot be tank mixed with
Liquid Achieve.)
Choose Paradigm™ for best-value
control of standard broadleaf
weeds, including Group 2 resistant
cleavers and hemp-nettle. (Cannot
be tank mixed with Liquid Achieve.)
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Grow your
best oats

Gain access to high value milling markets with clean,
plump, high quality oats. With two excellent pre-seed
herbicides to choose from, and leading broadleaf weed
control, you can get more from your oats that you expect.

Get more
from your oats.
Can be applied
spring or fall.
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PRE-SEED CLEAN

Ahead of oats, there’s nothing better than PrePass™ XC
or PrePass™ FLEX. Both offer SoilActive™ technology for
extended weed control whether you apply it in the fall
or the spring.
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WEED CONTROL YOU CAN TRUST

Weed-free oat fields mean higher yield and quality.
Corteva Agriscience™ has you covered with two excellent
weed control options, in convenient all-in-one XL
formulations for your oats.
Stellar™ XL provides excellent, early
season control of tough broadleaf
weeds like kochia, wild buckwheat,
cleavers, hemp-nettle, chickweed
and more.
Prestige™ XL provides exceptional
control of broadleaf and perennial
weeds, including thistles, cleavers,
kochia, dandelions and more.

Formulations
that change
how you work
Corteva Agriscience™, Agriculture Division
of DowDuPont, believes in innovation
and technology. We are constantly
investing in science aimed at making your
spraying easier and our products more
effective. One of the reasons we invest in
formulations is because that is where you,
our customers, experience our science.

GoDRI™ Rapid Dispersion
Technology (RDT). Our GoDRI

products are highly concentrated, high
performance, low dose formulations. This
technology disperses quickly, is easy to
mix, and won’t plug nozzles, screens and
filters, plus it requires far less packaging
than traditional formulations. It all adds
up to better convenience so you can fill a
sprayer and cover more acres faster.

NEW

XL formulations. Our all-in-

one formulations were designed to
combine excellent weed control with
unbeatable convenience.

Arylex™. This is unique and powerful

Group 4 active ingredient provides
Just GO benefits to many of our cereal
herbicides. When you see Arylex on a
package, it means you can spray that
product when you want in the conditions
you’ve got and still get unparalleled weed
control. Find it in: Cirpreme™ XC, Rexade™,
Paradigm™, Pixxaro™ and Rezuvant™.
Just GO benefits give you the ability to:
•	Control weeds across multiple crop
and weed stages
•	Get consistent, worry-free broadleaf
weed control
•	Spray across hot, cold, damp or
dry conditions
•	Experience more good spray days
with less stress
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Grow your best wheat

Choosing
the best
tank mix
partner
The foundation of any herbicide
program is the grass weed
product. What you choose for
a broadleaf tank mix partner
depends on your crop and
weed profile, sure. But existing
or potential weed resistance,
spray conditions, crop staging
and much more can make that
decision a bit trickier than it
appears on the surface. Use
these tables to help choose the
best tank mix partners for your
cereal crops.

Primary Driver

Active Ingredient
& Group

Key Weeds Controlled

Additional Benefits

Foundation Grass Herbicide
Simplicity™
GoDRI™*

Wild oats, including
Group 1 resistant

Pyroxsulam
(Group 2)

Wild oats, barnyard grass, downy brome,
Japanese brome

• GoDRI formulation

Rexade™

Control of both grass
and broadleaf weeds

Arylex™
(Group 4)
Pyroxsulam
(Group 2)
2, 4-D (Group 4)

Wild oats, barnyard grass, Japanese
brome, wild buckwheat, chickweed,
cleavers, hemp-nettle, volunteer canola

• GoDRI formulation
• MMOA resistance management
• One pass solution

Broadleaf Tank Mix Options With Simplicity™ GoDRI™
Paradigm™

Group 2 resistant
cleavers and hempnettle

Arylex
(Group 4)
Florasulam
(Group 2)

Cleavers, common ragweed, lamb’squarters, hemp-nettle, volunteer canola
(all types)

• GoDRI formulation
• MMOA resistance management
• Just GO benefits

Pixxaro™

Control of tough
broadleaf weeds
including kochia

Arylex
(Group 4)
Fluroxypyr
(Group 4)
MCPA
(Group 4)

Group 2 and 9 resistant kochia,
chickweed, cleavers, hemp-nettle,
volunteer canola (all types), wild
mustard, wild buckwheat

• Just GO benefits

Cirpreme™ XC

Failsafe annual and
perennial broadleaf
weed control

Arylex
(Group 4)
Florasulam
(Group 2)
Clopyralid
(Group 4)

Narrow-leaved hawk’s-beard, Canada
thistle, dandelion, cleavers, shepherd’s
purse, hemp-nettle, sowthistle
(both types), wild buckwheat

• MMOA resistance management
• Just GO benefits

* Simplicity GoDRI requires the addition of Agral® 90 or another Corteva Agriscience™ approved non-ionic surfactant at v/v 0.25%.
**Always read and follow label instructions.

Use this table to choose the best tank mix partner.
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Grow your best barley
Primary Driver

Active Ingredient
& Group

Key Weeds Controlled

Additional Benefits

Foundation Grass Herbicide
Rezuvant™

Leading Group 1
grass weed control

Arylex™
(Group 4)
Fluroxypyr
(Group 4)
Pinoxaden
(Group 1)

Wild oats, cleavers, wild buckwheat, hemp-nettle,
kochia, Persian darnel, barnyard grass

• Cross spectrum product
• Just GO benefits
• Extremely crop safe

Liquid Achieve™ SC

Excellent grass
control

Tralkoxydim
(Group 1)

Wild oats, Persian darnel, barnyard grass, green
and yellow foxtail

• Proven crop safety

Broadleaf Tank Mix Options With Liquid Achieve™ SC
Pixxaro™

Control of tough
broadleaf weeds
including kochia

Arylex
(Group 4)
Fluroxypyr
(Group 4)
MCPA
(Group 4)

Group 2 and 9 resistant kochia, chickweed,
cleavers, hemp-nettle, volunteer canola (all types),
buckwheat, wild mustard

• Just GO benefits

Prestige™ XL

Cleavers, thistles,
Group 2 resistant
kochia

Fluroxypyr (Group 4)
Clopyralid (Group 4)
MCPA (Group 4)

Group 2 resistant kochia, cleavers (up to 8 whorls),
Canada thistle, wild buckwheat, Group 2 resistant
chickweed (high rate)

• All-in-one formulation

*Always read and follow label instructions.
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COMBAT RESISTANCE

Look for this symbol to
identify herbicide products
that offer Multi-Mode
of Action control.

WITH OVERLAPPING CONTROL

SINGLE ACTIVE

2 OR MORE ACTIVES

Using a single mode of action increases the
opportunity for resistant weeds to escape and multiply.
Rotate herbicide groups.

Combining different modes of action expands the list
of target weeds, but each weed is still controlled by
only one mode of action.

INCREASED INCIDENCE
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HERBICIDE RESISTANT WEEDS

2 OR MORE ACTIVES WITH
OVERLAPPING CONTROL

Proper Multi-Mode of Action herbicides use two or
more actives to control the same target weeds. This
means less risk of escapes and delayed onset of
herbicide resistance.

DECREASED INCIDENCE
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OUR ALL-NEW REWARDS
PROGRAM IS HERE!

01

TO GET STARTED, FIND YOUR TIER

FREEDOM TO CHOOSE
YOUR PRODUCTS

Flex+ Rewards is based on the total purchase
dollar amounts of seed and crop protection
products. Find your tier below.

Flex+ Rewards is designed with flexibility so
you have the power to make the best choices
for your farm while receiving rewards.
CROP PROTECTION CATEGORIES
(Min. 300 acres per category)

2

CORE
CORE

Flex+ Rewards gives you the flexibility
to make the best agronomic decisions
for your farm while also saving money
for your operation.

With Flex+ Rewards,
you receive savings
of up to 18% when
purchasing crop
protection and
seed products from
Corteva Agriscience™.

PLUS

PLUS
MAX

03

CATEGORIES

CATEGORIES

3

4 OR MORE
CATEGORIES

$5,000 - $24,999 MSRP

3%

6%

10%

$25,000 - $99,999 MSRP
or 300 acres of seed

4%

7%

11%

> $100,000 MSRP
or 800 acres of seed

5%

8%

12%

SEED BOOSTER BONUS!

1%
EXTRA
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BOOK EARLY AND SAVE

Save an extra 1% when you purchase
a minimum of 300 acres of Pioneer®
or Brevant™ seeds!

SAVE
For crop year 2019, all of our solutions
are now under one umbrella to deliver
performance and value as part of our
overall crop production package.

04

MARCH

EARLY BOOK
Book by March 15, 2019
and save 3% on any
combination of Corteva
Agriscience products.

EARLY TAKE
Save 2% more when your
product is invoiced and
picked up by
April 15, 2019.
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Visit us at corteva.ca
Trademarks or Service Marks of Dow AgroSciences,
DuPont or Pioneer and their affiliated companies
or their respective owners.

®, TM, SM

© 2019 Corteva Agriscience.
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